1. Welcome

Dear SIG 21 colleagues:

Sylvi, Gudrun and Becky are very pleased to present the summer SIG 21 Newsletter of 2021! This Special Interest Group is dedicated to the study of teaching and learning in culturally diverse settings. Please feel free to share this with others who might be interested.

This newsletter provides information on upcoming conferences and meetings.

Best wishes

Your SIG 21 coordinators: Sylvi Vigmo, Gudrun Ziegler and Becky Bergman

2. News and events

2.1 EARLI JURE Conference 2021 Gothenburg, Sweden

The next EARLI conference will take place at Gothenburg University on 23-27 Aug, 2021 and 18-20 Aug, 2021 (JURE). The theme is "Education and Citizenship: Learning and Instruction and the Shaping of Futures" which seems particularly relevant in these times! See EARLI 2021 - ONLINE | EARLI for more information.

In particular, look out for SIG21’s invited symposium:

**Beyond the pandemic: Shaping of futures in (even more?) diverse educational settings**

SIG 21 with its focus on learning and development in heterogeneous contexts will be focusing on impacts of the present situation, i.e., global pandemic, on learning and their agents (students, teachers, parents, structures).

The symposium brings together three perspectives, providing a closer look on the recent past in education. Firstly, we'll provide insights into education in the context of vulnerable communities in Romania, secondly we'll focus on a Master programme which had defined blended learning as core concepts in its international focus of training professionals in education. Finally, the question of (educational) leadership will be discussed from the perspective of a HR startup which is concerned by needs and profiles of "learning" in the 2020ies.
2.2 SIG21 meeting

This will take place online on **Aug 30, 16:00-18:00 CET** (using the conference platform Pheedloop). In this meeting we propose the following:

1) Feedback from the conference
2) Revisiting the mission statement
3) SIG conference 2022

If you have anything you would like to add, **let us know by Aug 14**!

2.3 Thanks to outgoing coordinators

After 4 years of great service, Sylvi Vigmo (Gothenburg university) is stepping down. We will let you know shortly who the new coordinator will be!

2.4 Your present SIG 21 coordinators

Heading the Luxembourg multi-LEARN institute, **Gudrun Ziegler** supervises and conducts research in the area of interaction, learning and development in the context of multilingualism and diversity. More specifically, her research and applied research projects deal with literacy, language learning in multimodal and technically mediated settings, teacher training and coaching in professional contexts involving migration and recent changes in society. Teaching at the National Sports Institute in Luxembourg, Professor Ziegler also acts as invited lecturer at the Institut national supérieur du professorat et de l’éducation, Université de Bordeaux, France. Acting as a consultant, Gudrun Ziegler contributes to UNESCO (Education for all), Centre international des études pédagogiques, CIEP and the Ministry of family and integration (Luxembourg).
2.5 SIG 21 at Facebook

You can join the Facebook group for SIG 21 members. It is called Teaching and Learning in Culturally Diverse Settings SIG 21. This is one way of exchanging information between SIG 21 members. Please join us and help us making this an even more dynamic group!

3. Recent publications

In our newsletter we always publish references to new publications of our members. In this way, we hope to make publications more easily accessible and to support the exchange of research results among our members. Send the references of your latest publications to the newsletter editor for inclusion in the next issue!

Journal articles:


4. SIG Officers and Contact Details

Co-Chairperson (outgoing)
Dr. Sylvi Vigmo
PhD/Senior Lecturer
Department of Education, Communication and Learning
University of Gothenburg
Box 300, SE-405 30 Gothenburg, Sweden
Email: sylvi.vigmo@ped.gu.se

Co-Chairperson
Dr. Gudrun Ziegler
Luxembourg multi-LEARN institute
12, rue de la paix
L-2312 Luxembourg
http://multi-learn.org
Email: gudrun.ziegler@education.lu

JURE Coordinator
Becky Bergman
Division for Language and Communication
Department of Communication and Learning in Science
Chalmers University of Technology
Gothenburg, Sweden
Email: becky@chalmers.se